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Thanks to the developing technology of digital storytelling, English Language
Learner teachers at Maple Elementary may have a potential answer to help 2nd grade
students with their growth in English and connection to school. The questions that
guided this inquiry into digital storytelling in the ELL classroom were the following: Are
there particular benefits to ELLs in digital storytelling? Do ELL students see connections
through the digital storytelling process to their growth as a writer and role in the school
community? Research has previously shown the success of ELL students is strongly
linked to the instruction they receive and sense of connection they feel in schools with
peers and teachers. The art of storytelling and its role in learning is far from new, but
digital storytelling with the use of iMovie is a new introduction to instruction in schools.
Through creating and sharing digital stories in the ELL classroom at Maple Elementary,
themes of joy and humility, originality, vocabulary and fluency, risk taking skills, and
motivation and connection to school emerged. Problems and challenges with the digital
storytelling process included student attitudes and the unpredictability of technology.
Overall, there were multiple linguistic and socio-emotional benefits to digital storytelling
in the classroom and its role as a teaching tool in the future looks bright.
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Introduction
Children have stories to tell: going to the grocery store, playing at the park,
moving to a new town, becoming a big sister or brother, or loosing a tooth. Teachers
across the United States build relationships with their students and help their students
connect with school by listening to each child’s everyday stories. What would happen if
our children could not tell their stories because they lacked the right words? Reynolds
Price (1978), former professor of English at Duke University, shared the following about
storytelling and its importance to the human life:
“A need to tell and hear stories is essential to the species Homo sapiens—
second in necessity apparently after nourishment and before love and
shelter. Millions survive without love or home, almost none in silence; the
opposite of silence leads quickly to narrative, and the sound of story is the
dominant sound of our lives…. (pg. 3)”
Children share stories with powerful themes of happiness and laughter, joy and hope,
courage and fear, and sometimes even sadness to help make meaning of the world around
them and to connect with adults and other children. If children have an essential need to
share their stories, as Price shares, then schools may be an appropriate place for children
to learn to share their stories. Thanks to the developing technology of digital storytelling,
English Language Learner (ELL) teachers may have a potential answer to help students
learning new words to their familiar life stories to share in the classroom.
The questions that guided this inquiry into digital storytelling in the ELL
classroom were the following: Are there particular benefits to ELLs in digital
storytelling? Do ELL students see connections through the digital storytelling process to
their growth as a writer and role in the school community?
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Literature Review
1) English Language Learners
The number of students classified as English Language Learners (ELLs)
continues to rise dramatically within the United States school setting. During the 20052006 academic year more than 10.7 million students spoke a language other than English
at home, which represented approximately 20% of the entire student population (Albers,
Hoffman, & Lundahl, 2009). It was estimated that by the year 2030, 40% of the school
population will speak English as a second language (Albers, Hoffman, & Lundahl, 2009).
As the number of ELL students continue to grow, the number of ELL teachers needed to
teach them will increase proportionately to the number of students and years ELLs will
need service. “Whereas research indicates students have typically taken five to seven
years to become proficient in academic language to perform on academic tests in English,
or seven to ten years for language learners who have had little or no instruction in their
native language, statistics of these studies must be improved upon (Batt, 2008, p. 42).” It
may be easy to look at these numbers and grasp the large picture of how an ELL teacher
may impact ELLs school environment and aid in their educational success. However, it
may be more difficult to conceptualize that each number represents one very important
ELL student with a unique voice and a story- a story which may become a huge
contribution to a classroom of learners that lies out of bounds to the otherwise test-driven
landscape.
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2) English Language Learners’ Success and Connection to School:
Research has shown that the success of ELL students was strongly linked to the
instruction they receive and sense of connection they felt in schools with peers and
teachers (Karabenick, & Noda, 2004; Tellez & Waxman, 2008; Woolley, Kol, & Bowen,
2009). Some effective teaching strategies of ELL students to increase academic
achievement incorporate features that researchers found appropriate for all learners due to
using multiple modalities of learning and peer interaction. These include, but were not
limited to, scaffolding techniques, building vocabulary and background using active
learning strategies, providing opportunities for student interaction, and maintaining high
expectations. Hite and Evans (2007) reported the following: “Actions of effective
teachers that are more specific to ELLs include using, or allowing students to use, native
languages; incorporating home cultures in teaching; adjusting teacher’s language; linking
language learning with content learning; and providing students with opportunities to
engage in discourse by such means as cooperative grouping.” Teachers could help ELLs
by being aware of these learning techniques and incorporating these different aspects of
instruction into their lessons for ELLs to more quickly acquire English.
In contrast, research conducted with ELLs who have dropped out of school have
reported their reasons for dropping out included, but were not limited to, being treated
unfairly while they were in school (Verdugo & Flores, 2007). This was in reference to
discrepancies between the regular education and ELL classroom. ELLs were highly
sensitive to instruction and organization of their mainstream and ELL classrooms. YorkBarr, Ghere, and Sommerness (2007, p.303) shared the following insight:
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“Without a fundamental shift in the design and delivery of instruction
within the context of general education many diverse learners will
continue to experience a majority of their educational experience
marginalized from mainstream resources, opportunities, networks, and
social capital afforded therein. Clearly the need is urgent to advance
teaching and learning practices in mainstreamed schools and classrooms
of today.”
Strategic planning may need to go into the outline of ELL programs to lead to
success as well as a strong push for ELLs to be challenged with more difficult 21st
century skills and experiences. A difficult skill to acquire for ELLs is writing, and there
are ample opportunities in regular education and ELL classrooms for ELLs to share
stories and feel connected to their learning environment through the writing process.
Amidst a time of heavy, high stakes, testing at the district, state, and federal
levels, researchers understand that teachers no longer have the time, patience, or luxury to
wait for students to acquire English in ELL programs before they are required to perform,
and perform well, on grade-level academic assessments. In response to this reality, Batt
(2008) has recommended the following: “All educators must rise to the challenge to
decrease the number of years in school needed by ELLs to demonstrate language
proficiency and academic achievement.” As previously discussed, with little or no
instruction in their native language, this becomes extremely difficult and there may be
cognitive blocks to get students to acquire English quickly. It will not be neurologically
possible to speed acquisition too much, but ELL teachers may strive to maximize
instruction and program organization to the strongest degree possible so that the time
needed for second language acquisition can be reduced as much as possible. In return,
this may allow ELLs to learn at the greatest pace possible in order to meet testing
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requirements in hopes that programs will not be placed in jeopardy of having funds or
teaching positions replaced or cut.
With the pressures of testing may come a fear that ELLs may not form strong
connection to their school environment, if every time they walk in the door they are being
handed a number two pencil and bubble sheet for tracking purposes. Taking a close look
at testing formats and standards for ELLs at all grade levels becomes important with ELL
teachers asking the question of whether a test in English is a test of English in regards to
the appropriateness of testing measures and expectations. On another note, researchers
found that some students inappropriately assessed for language levels for placement
within schools could also suffer academically later in school (as cited in Ragan &
Lesaux, 2006). California researchers reported that, “Language minority students who
enter school already proficient in English start out comparable to native English speakers,
but by third grade fall behind and never catch up (as cited in Ragan & Lesaux, 2006).”
As ELL students enter the classroom, listening and speaking skills transition into more
complex tasks of reading and writing. Many ELL programs focus students into
proficiency levels early in their academic career by speaking and listening. Later,
students may be adjusted into levels based on their reading and writing skills; which are
more challenging for ELLs to present and are they are harder skills for teachers to test.
By moving ELLs up in proficiency levels too quickly, or by testing at a district, state, or
national level to strenuously, ELLs could face frustration and undue pressure; potentially
causing additional stress and a feeling of not being connected in schools. So what
happens to students inappropriately placed or overly tested who do not form connection
to their school environment? Some researchers are concerned that ELLs who leave or
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end schooling with limited English and academic skills may lead to other disadvantages
for ELLs later in life. “For example, limited academic skills have been connected to
increased pregnancy rates, increased incarceration rates, increased mental illness, and
poorer health and long-term wellness (Albers, Hoffman, & Lundahl, 2009).” Clearly,
there is a dire need for ELLs to experience success and a sense of belonging in their
learning environment.

3) English Language Learners and the Writing Process:
Literacy instruction in school may provide ELLs a structured environment to
compose their life stories in text form. However, for many ELLs, the writing produced in
school only represents a small amount of the vast depth of literary tradition they possess
through their home environment, community experiences, or their own abilities as
storytellers (Vasudevan, Schultz, & Bateman, 2010). Feeling uncomfortable using basic
key vocabulary terms, experimenting with syntax and language structure, and lacking
confidence to take risks with different writing drafts may hold ELLs back from exploring
greater depths in the writing process. Lucy Caukins developed a writers’ workshop
format with specific elements to help a wide variety of learners in the classroom (Caukins
& Oxenhorn, 2003).
Each lesson developed by Caukins may include a short mini-lesson, student
writing time, and individual conferencing with the teacher, and each class ends with a
sharing component. Students then spend their writing time drafting, revising, editing,
rewriting, and publishing their stories (Caukins & Oxenhorn, 2003). Caukins shared the
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following highlights about how writers develop, that each mini-lesson builds to the next
when helping students:
“…draw on a growing repertoire of what you have taught them to do. By
now, they will have learned to choose topics that are narrative; to plan
their stories in their minds and, as they turn the pages of a booklet, to draw
and then add even more detail; to say what they’ll write and then locate
the first word from the sentence; to say that word slowly, isolating a
recording the first sound; and more. All of this is at their disposal, and
you hope they draw on each strategy as needed (pg. 15).
Previous lessons needed to be relearned and revisited repeatedly until students
became more independent and so more difficult tasks would eventual lend themselves to
student independence. “Children at the level still need to be able to finish one piece and
start another without teacher intervention. They still need to go back to finished work
and add details (Caukins & Oxenhorn, 2003, pg. 15).
Another researcher whose focus was primarily on the one-on-one relationship
between student and teacher during the revision process through the Reading Recovery
program was Marie Clay who also works with ELL students. Clay (2005, pg. 51) shared
additional valuable information on struggling student writers with the following: “If we
keep a note of the longest sentence we have heard him (or her) use, we can update it
when a longer one comes along. Length of utterance is a reliable indicator of growth in
early oral language skills.” Clay also described the value in teaching students practical
aspect of story production so students can grow into producing stories of great length and
quality; especially when they are in whole group classroom activities. Clay also
encouraged teachers not to be discouraged with short stories with little detail at the
beginning of the writing process. She pointed out that during the course of several
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lessons students would begin forming their ideas or message, searching for ways to
record it, monitoring the production, and then reading what they have just written (Clay,
2005). Clay highlighted the important relationship between reading and writing as she
shared, “Being able to ‘tell a story’ is probably a giant leap forward for a prospective
readers. Other children will have to learn to do this (2005, pg. 50).” Together with the
teacher, ELLs may experience success as writers through the process of writing stories by
taking small steps to improvement. This success comes with lots of reteaching
opportunities and encouragement from the teacher and classmates.
4) The Art of Storytelling in a Digital World:
The art of storytelling and its role in learning is far from new. “Storytelling is the
oldest form of education. People around the world have always told tales as a way of
passing down their cultural beliefs, traditions, and history to future generations. Why?
Stories are at the core of all that makes us human (Hamilton & Weiss, 2005).” However,
new technology developments have led to storytelling capabilities in multimedia fashion.
Dana Atchley is attributed with coining the term “digital storytelling,” which
continues to be a developing field centered on personal narrative rather than interactive
stories or games (McLellan, 2006). Atchley, along with other artists, in the early 1990’s
launched The Center for Digital Storytelling, which continues to be an international
leader in helping businesses and personal ventures in telling digital stories (McLellan,
2006). McLellan (p.68) shares “Digital storytelling can help promote skills such as
visual literacy, collaboration, and mastery of technology- all skills needed for the 21st
century. Digital storytelling can also promote creativity and problem solving while
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encouraging self-direction and personal initiative…” The benefits offered by digital
storytelling may be useful in the classroom and could be used to provide students with
unique linguistics opportunities. ELLs also benefit from these 21st century skills.
In the classroom ELLs need support to develop their oral language development,
but it is interesting that storytelling has rarely been included in classroom curriculum as
an official standard. Roney reports (1989), “Yet as a natural form of communication,
storytelling supports the development of oral language—a foundation for all literacy
learning—by strengthening the ability to speak from the imagination. Furthermore, it has
the potential to more directly support both reading and writing.” In written or digital
form, storytelling may enhance reading and writing skills that would benefit all learners,
not just ELLs, in powerful ways just as Reynolds Price predicted.
Studies have suggested that children may build confidence in their speaking skills
after participating in storytelling units. Young children, particularly ELLs, have shown
large growth in building oral language complexity (Isbell, Sobol, Lindauer, & Lorance,
2004). A next step in the development of storytelling in the ELL classroom may be taken
through ELL teacher training to help educators enhance their teaching practices and
confidence in working with technology. When both of these teachings are fused, it may
lead to powerful learning in the classroom for ELL students.

5) English Language Learner Teacher Training:
The rising ELL numbers nationwide directly affect ELL teachers. ELL positions
are becoming hard to fill, partially due to lack of trained teachers who are eligible to
work in these positions with qualifying endorsement areas and experience (McGraner &
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Saenz, 2009). A survey given to 165 educators in Idaho at their annual Association for
Bilingual Education Conference explored many training concerns with ELL and general
education teachers (Batt, 2008). Their concerns regarding their colleagues’ knowledge
and skill could lead to distrust or an unwillingness to work and collaborate with fellow
colleagues for the betterment of students. “Twenty percent of the respondents indicated
that the lack of colleagues’ knowledge and skills in educating ELLs was one of their
three greatest challenges (Batt, 2008).” Further discussed by Batt was the notion that a
lack of understanding and training existed, such as a lack of diversity or multicultural
teacher education, a low level of skills and support contributed by mainstream teachers
and administration, and a lack of additional training with school professional learning
communities. Strikingly, in response to a question related to whether or not their fellow
school staff could be deemed “highly qualified” for their positions working with ELLs,
colleagues responded 39% “no” and 55% responded “yes”. Additionally, 6% chose not
to respond. This shows that the importance of teacher training, or lack of teacher
training, may effect ELLs on a large scale, and results of this kind are not limited to
Idaho. A survey conducted by the National Center for Education Statistics found only
29.5% of teachers of ELLs have any related training (Hite & Evans, 2006, p. 89). This
statistic includes ESOL or bilingual classroom teachers; otherwise the percentage would
be higher. When looking at future projected numbers for rising ELL student populations,
additional trained ELL teachers will need to be recruited and extended training
opportunities will need to be offered to school staff members working with ELLs in some
districts.
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In order to implement digital story telling in the classroom, ELL teachers may
also need support and funding for additional technology training. To reap potential
benefits of digital story telling, there are many computer features that must be learned
through digital movie software, such as iMovie. Authors Bernie Trilling and Charles
Fadel shared in their book, 21st Century Skills, (2009) how education and technology are
in great times of change where flexibility and adaptability are essential, not optional,
skills for learning and working as citizens in the 21st century. With such a fast-paced rate
of change, everyone is forced to adapt quickly to revolutionary ways of learning and
communicating at home, at work, and school. ELL teachers can aid in leading the way
for students by modeling a learning attitude and fostering adaptability practices to new
technology pieces in the classroom, but they too may need help in doing so.
“Twenty-first century teachers will also have to be expert at the same 21st
century skills they are imparting to their students. Teachers will have to
collaborate and communicate with other teachers and expert, working in
teams to create and share their best engaging projects that challenge the
interests and skills levels of their students and to assess their students’
project outcomes (Trilling & Fadel, 2009).”
As teachers gain more skills in technology, they may be able to embed in their
teaching some of the many online resources that have emerged in a short amount of time
such as blogs, YouTube, or MySpace (McLellan, 2006). “Overall, digital storytelling is a
powerful, exciting approach to capturing, sharing, and preserving stories. The potential
of digital storytelling is only starting to be tapped (McLellan, 2006).” ELL teachers who
to tap into these resources have the potential to greatly aid the literacy development of
ELLs in the classroom.
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By reflecting back to the questions that guide this inquiry into digital storytelling
in the ELL classroom, one may find the following: Are there particular benefits to ELLs
in digital storytelling? Yes, there are a wide variety of benefits ELLs may experience
from digital storytelling in the area of oral and written language (Isbell, Sobol, Lindauer,
& Lorance, 2004; Roney, 1989; McLellan, 2006). Do ELL students see connections
through the digital storytelling process to their growth as a writing and role in the school
community? Yes, ELLs, may see connections through the digital storytelling process to
their growth as a writer with peer and teacher interactions (Caukins & Oxenhorn, 2003;
Clay, 2005; Vasudevan, Schultz, & Bateman, 2010).

Description of Students, Classroom, & The Writing Process
Lincoln Public Schools was the second largest of Nebraska’s 375 school districts
according to LPS Federal Programs data (Lincoln Public Schools, 2011). Student
numbers for the 2010-2011 school year have LPS enrollment exceeding 34,000 students,
with approximately 38% of students receiving free or reduced price lunch program meals.
In relation to previous years, more LPS students were learning to speak English with
more than 2,152 students from 51 countries according to 2009-2010 Federal Programs
information. In 2008-2009 there were 11 Elementary ELL Centers in LPS, with Maple
Elementary listed as having 74 ELL students. The top four languages spoken at Maple
Elementary were Spanish with 39 students, Nuer with 11 students, Vietnamese with 10
students, and Arabic with 8 students.
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During the 2010-2011 school year at Maple Elementary, students at ELL level 5
and 6 (the highest levels of English proficiency) remained in the general education
classrooms for writers’ workshop. ELLs in levels 1 through 4 were pulled from the
mainstream classroom for writing and reading English skill instruction in the ELL
classroom. These students received services for a total of 120 minutes each day in their
ELL classrooms.
As one of two ELL teachers serving second graders, there were 15 students
ranging from levels 1 through 4 who came to my classroom for writers’ workshop for 45
minutes each morning right before their lunch break. Of these 15 students, there were six
students at ELL level 2 (see chart below). While all ELL students in writing class were
able to complete digital stories, the six students who showed little to no growth in
language development as shown on Lincoln Public Schools (LPS) ELL rubrics were the
basis of my inquiry. They were specifically chosen because their language growth
appeared to be stagnated. Each student’s overall ELL level had not increased in at least
the past year and many of the students had shown little or no language growth over the
past two years. With such a small amount of progress and heavy interventions for two
years, regular education and ELL teachers had flagged these students for progress
monitoring across all curricular areas. They were targeted not only because they were
struggling to acquire English, but also to see how the impact of digital storytelling would
help advance their language skills and connection to school as a struggling learners.
Additionally, these 6 students also returned to my classroom for reciprocal
reading instruction in the afternoon for 75 minutes. With these two combined times, they
were in my classroom the majority of their school day, as compared to their regular
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education classroom and other academic pullouts including specials (computers, music,
and physical education) and response to intervention (RTI) time. The first nine weeks of
the year, I focused on reviewing elements of writing following the 6-traits writing model
(see Appendix A., LPS 1st Quarter Writing Curriculum Overview) with the LPS writing
curriculum.
As students ended the quarter, they were assigned to pick their favorite story to
begin to revise in order to develop their first personal narrative. During this time student
generated individual writing prompts so they would have a “bag of ideas” for later in the
year (see Appendix B., Writing Seeds and Topic Generators) and group ideas to write
“heart stories,” which were personal narrative topics found in their heart (see Appendix
C., Heart Map and Questions) about events that were true and that happened to the writer
in real life.
Students wrote on loose-leaf paper and stored their stories in a three-ring binder
with a folder insert with labels marking “still working” (see Appendix D., Example Story
Still Working) stories and “finished” (see Appendix E., Example Story Finished) working
stories. Each folder contained helpful handouts, listing future topics of interest that
students had brainstormed and that they may want to write about in the future, frequently
used word lists, and Word Wall words. There was also a handout titled “Words I Use A
Lot” where I was able to list favorite words spelled correctly for each child individually
for their easy reference. Reflective of their word wall handout, there was also a large
Word Wall in the classroom.
Each class began with a short, 5-15 minute, mini-lesson on such topics as
grammar, story organization, and sentence fluency. Next, class instruction transitioned
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with 25-35 minutes of independent writing time and ended with 5 minutes for students to
share. When not sharing “in a whisper voice” with a partner or conferencing with a
teacher, students were encouraged to remain quiet and calm to help other learners
concentrate, and there was often soft music playing in the background to aid in helping
students focus. At the end of each class there was an opportunity for 2-4 students to
share completed stories or work-in-progress stories and this opportunity rotated on a
share chart.
Name

Primary
Language

Table 1
Birth State /
Years in
Country
LPS

Nyamal
Yu
Pascale
Bianca
Marco
Maria

Arabic
Burmese
French
Spanish
Spanish
Spanish

Egypt
Burma
South Africa
Missouri
Mexico
Kansas

3
2
1
3
3
3

Current ELL
Level
2
2
1
2
2
2

Years At
Current
Level
2
3
2
2
3
2

Daily Conferences with Students
After I discussed classroom rules and regulations the first 6 weeks of school and
students had adjusted to the writing process, I began to individually conference with
students as part of their independent writing time. Each day I met with 3-5 students;
making sure to check with each child in the classroom at least once a week, and to check
with all ELL-level-2 children at least two times a week. I kept a record to note “stars”
and “hopes and wishes” during each meeting (see Appendix F., Conferencing Notes
Examples And Directions). I would ask students to come up with “stars” of writing that
were successes they had since the last time we met. They would also be asked to think of
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“hopes and wishes” for the future, based on things we discussed for the future of their
piece with my guidance. These “hopes and wishes” often included criterion not yet met
in the writing process as part of the 6-traits rubric. These included questions to allow
writers to explain something more clearly, and wishes for current and future stories.
Conferencing was an important time for ELL writers to search for the “just right”
word as they developed their personal narratives. I often quoted Mark Twain to students
who once shared “The difference between the right word and the almost right word is the
difference between lightning and lightning bug.” As students revised and edited their
numerous stories during first and second quarter, the class moved in the movie
development stage to produce their digital story using iMovie technology. This was a
new opportunity for ELL students that they have not experienced in their regular
education classrooms. In the broader scope of LPS, there are only four other ELL
elementary program sites that are experimenting with the use of iMovies in the ELL
classroom, and only two of these sites are developing students’ personal narratives into
digital stories.

Implementation of iMovies
At the beginning of second quarter (beginning of October) and third quarter (end
of January), students took their favorite personal narrative they wished to make into a
movie and began the revision process. After students chose their “greatest story” they
began by numbering the major parts of their story. Most students had between 3-5 major
parts, usually following the paragraph layout of their written document. Then students
began drawing illustrations to match each of their story parts with markers, crayons, or
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colored pencils. After this step had been finalized and checked by a teacher, students
worked on their opening page with their title and author’s name.
With the story and illustrations completed, ELL students practiced reading the
story many times working on fluency with partners, the teacher, and by themselves. One
by one, students had their last conference with the teacher where they captured their
illustrations on the computer using Photo Booth, transferred the photos to iPhoto, and
finally arranged the illustrations on a track in iMovie. After they rehearsed their story,
students recorded each corresponding passage to the matching illustration. With a few
minor touchups from the teacher to make sure the illustrations rotated correctly, the
movies were saved to the desktop to be shared later with the whole class. While ELL
students waited their turn for their final conference with the teacher, they supported other
ELL friends as they finished by listening to their stories or helping add details to their
illustrations (see Appendix G., Completed Hardcopy iMovie Story and Illustration
Examples).
To view example iMovies from ELL students in LPS, visit www.lps.org and type
“global youth radio” in the search bar. Then select “iMovies” and click the “elementary”
link. You will find personal narrative, descriptive, and instructional stories from students
in multiple grade levels from over six different elementary schools in Lincoln.

Note: There is not a direct link to student stories mentioned later in this thesis in order to
maintain confidentiality. The stories posted on the LPS site are from across the district,
and they are for public access. I include these directions to view digital stories for the
reader’s further knowledge and understanding of iMovies.
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Writing Celebrations
After each student finished the iMovie process, the class held an “ELL iMovie
Premier Day” where each child’s film was shared. The students stood one-by-one and
bowed before the class as their movie began. Following the thunderous applause by
fellow classmates, regular education teachers, technology specialists, administration, and
district ELL guests, everyone raised their hand to be selected by the producer of each
movie to pay a compliment. It was hardly The Oscars, but smiles lit the faces of sixsecond grade students as they received something perhaps far grander than a gold trophy.
Research Study
During the first week of January 2011, I submitted my electronic IRB form
requesting permission to interview ELL 2nd graders at Maple Elementary after each of
their two iMovies. In addition to my IRB form, I also gained research permission from
Lincoln Public Schools and my school principal. The target population was ELL 2nd
graders with the lowest shown growth over the past educational year in the district
assessment areas of speaking/listening, reading, and writing. My research involved
students’ reflection on their writing after they converted their written stories digitally
using iMovie on a Mac computer. My request stated that I would use pseudonyms for
each student for individual anonymity and I would refer to their elementary school as
“Maple Elementary”, another pseudonym. Before the research began, parents were
informed of research procedures, as well as any risks and benefits. Interpreters were
available if some part of the research or informed consent letter needed clarifying, but the
letters were not translated. When the families enrolled in Lincoln Public Schools, ELL
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students were assessed for language comprehension and assigned an ELL level. At the
same time parents were asked if they needed interpreters or translated
material/documents for their child during the course of the year (for example: parent
teacher conferences). The parents of children on my generated list to contact all declined
interpreters or translated material; therefore an interpreter would only be on hand for
clarification and questions to honor the parents’ initial choice when they entered their
child in the district.
My IRB request received approval the first week in February. The following
week, parent-teacher conferences were held so I handed out and explained letters and all
parents consented. Next, students were given the opportunity to listen to the research
proposal and risks and benefits and give oral consent if they wished to participate. All
students consented. During this first week in February, I interviewed students after their
first set of iMovies were completed. At the end of February I interviewed students a
second time after their second completion of iMovies. Students were given each
interview one-on-one with me, their ELL teacher, in their regular ELL classroom. I
recorded their answers word for word on blank paper with only the questions listed.
There were no audio or visual recording devices used and no photographs were taken as
these devices may have inhibited students from answering freely.

In-depth Description of Class
Before the presentation of students’ answers to the interview questions, the
following is a short description of students’ background, behavior, speaking or writing
tendencies, and typical personality at the beginning of the year so their transformation
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into storytellers will perhaps be more clearly distinguished. These profiles were
compiled through my observation of students during hours of teaching them every day,
information gathered through conversations with students and their families, and notes
taken during efforts to track their English progress.

Nyamal- had attended Maple School since Kindergarten and was very talkative. She
regularly had disciplinary problems from blurting out in class. While she was not shy
during classroom discussions, she often became embarrassed in front of others when in
the middle of a conversation she would enunciate a word incorrectly and realize it or
completely lose her train of thought and respond by shutting down and not finishing her
story. Nyamal had lots of family support at home and both of her parents were in English
classes for adults. Nyamal was born in Egypt where her parents held refuge status and
soon after moved to the United States. They have been living in Lincoln since Nyamal
was a baby. Arabic was the language her family most often spoke at home but Nyamal
was not fluent. Nyamal’s mother often visited our classroom weekly and participated in
some writing projects with her daughter as part of the Maple Elementary Family Literacy
Program where parents learning English were encouraged to volunteer with their child in
the classroom. On many occasions I have observed Nyamal speaking to her mother in a
mixture of Arabic and broken English as both were seemly excited to learn a new
language. On these visits there was a noticeable difference in all student behavior in the
classroom in a positive direction with students on-task and focused on their writing
assignments. This might have been because ELL children were encouraged that another
adult was in the room and was also facing similar struggles to learn English. Nyamal
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worked much harder on writing assignments and completed more tasks when her mother
was present.

Yu- was the youngest daughter in a large Burmese family that moved from Burma just
before Yu started elementary at Maple School. Her older sisters attended middle and
high schools. They were all still in ELL classes but were almost fluent English speakers,
readers, and writers. Yu was helped by her sisters at home with schoolwork to clarify
English words. They also aided in reminding her to return all homework. Yu typically
spoke in short, choppy phrases with little fluency or sentence structure. Conventions
such as ending marks, commas, capitalizations, and use of paragraphs for readability
were nonexistent in her writing. While Yu spoke with a slight accent, she usually spoke
in a very monotone manner in long strings of speech, which was an interesting parallel to
her writing that flowed as one run-on piece.

Yu loved to work with partners and was

much more motivated to participate when she was able to share with a friend. This may
be linked to the encouragement and support she received at home from her sisters who
were on a similar journey in learning English.

Pascale- was the newest student at Maple Elementary. She recently entered the United
States from South Africa with her family in August and they moved to the Maple
Elementary neighborhood in January. Pascale’s family held refuge status and the
primary language spoken at home was French. Her reading and writing ability had
rapidly progressed and while she had very interesting stories with lots of details that
grabbed the readers’ attention, she produced very short stories in length. She typically
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loathed writing time and tried to avoid starting new stories by spending too much time
adding details to already finished stories. I found that Pascale’s aunt, who lived with her
immediate family, was a schoolteacher in Africa but now worked at a factory since
leaving the refuge camp in South Africa. She had taught Pascale how to read and write in
French and her rapid progression in the English language may have had ties to her ability
to read and write fluently in her home language. Something unique about Pascale’s work
was her very accurate and artistic illustrations. When I inquired further about her work I
found that art was something she often enjoyed living in Africa where she had lots of
opportunity with formal instruction with other children. Pascale wrote often about her
experience living in Africa and more specifically about her time spent living in a refuge
camp.

Bianca- was very social and was often the first to share her stories both written and
verbally. Her spoken English was very clear with few mistakes. When she did not know
the exact English word for something she quickly asked for teacher or peer support by
describing the word she was looking for at length. By doing so, she took an additional
risk and used the newly learned word again and usually remembered it in the future. She
spent a great deal of time thoroughly examining her completed stories to make sure her
capitals and periods were present in each sentence. Sometimes Bianca was more worried
about the quality of her penmanship verses the overall quality and interest level of her
story details. Her stories produced were often too long with too little important details.
Bianca spoke often of working hard to learn English to complete her ELL studies and
could be heard weekly asking, “How long do I have to be in ELL?” Bianca’s family was
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from the United States and spoke mainly Spanish at home. She moved to Lincoln from
Missouri where she was born when she started elementary school. Bianca’s mother and
father were very supportive of her studies at Maple Elementary and check in every few
weeks with teachers to see how her learning progress was going. They have mentioned
several times how lucky Bianca was to go to a good school for free and how they wished
they could also learn to read English at school like their daughter. Something Bianca’s
parents were also worried about was her rate of learning. As an infant Bianca was in a
terrible car crash were her brain showed swelling. While Bianca never received an
official diagnosis from doctors in relation to her learning, her teachers keep careful watch
over her language development at school.

Marco- was born in Mexico and his family moved to Lincoln when he was a toddler.
Marco spoke Spanish but read Spanish on a limited level and did not write in Spanish at
all. He spoke only English at home with his family. Marco never shared out loud in
class unless called upon to answer and even then had short two to five words answers
with no elaboration. Marco struggled academically in all areas and was currently in the
MDT (multi-disciplinary team) process for special education identification in reading,
mathematics, and speech. Marco’s parents were very worried about his academics, but
also were very involved at home in helping him reflect on his day and work towards
becoming a “storyteller” in hopes that his verbal and written skills would increase. They
helped him do this by asking him to recall important details about his day each afternoon
after school or over the dinner table with family at the prompting of teachers and the
speech pathologist. Marco did interact with other Spanish speakers in the classroom in
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Spanish often but I only heard him utter two to five word utterances at a maximum,
which was reflective of his English skills, and only after another Spanish speaker
prompted Marco. Despite his overall quiet tendencies, in any new or difficult task Marco
was the class encourager and he was always the first person to congratulate or cheer on
others with a quick, sincere, and shy “great job” or “way to go”.

Maria- was born in Kansas but moved to Lincoln as a toddler. She had two older sisters
who were in middle and high school but were no longer in ELL classes. Her mother was
concerned that Maria was struggling with English on a comparative basis to her sisters;
although, Maria was growing steadily but at a slower pace in her reading and
comprehension ability shown through her rise in reading levels. Maria did have a
difficult time mapping out written stories with a beginning, middle, and end in sequence.
Much like her written storytelling skills, her verbal stories also traveled in circles and it
was very hard for listeners to piece together important parts. Maria spoke in a mixture of
English and Spanish at home with her family. Her sisters and mother were able to help
her with her studies at home but Maria often forgot her practice work at home. Maria did
thrive and connect with school when elements of drama were a part of class such as share
time or reader’s theater. During those times her sporadic behavior issues were at a
minimum and her focus was at a maximum. Other students noticed Maria’s excitement
level when she shared and they frequently requested for her to go first to which Maria
usually obliged.
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Post iMovie Interview
Following each of the two rounds of iMovies, each child was individually
interviewed for approximately ten minutes in their regular ELL classroom and asked the
following questions:
1. How did you feel about your last iMovie?
2. What went well?
3. What will you continue to work on?
4. Do you hear a difference in your English?
5. What new English words did you use?
As each student answered, I recorded his or her answers verbatim on a sheet of paper
with each question listed in order. Answers varied for each child on each interview, but
themes of joy and humility, originality, vocabulary and fluency skills, taking risks, and
motivation and school community began to emerge across students’ answers.
From Joy to Humility
On all five first round interviews, each child listed a positive emotion such as
“happy”, “excited”, or “good” in relation to how they felt about their iMovie. Each child
also shared their excitement about getting started on their next iMovie. However, the
second round of interviews was not quite as positive in nature. Maria shared, “It was
okay but I think I could do better.” This potentially humble answer was similar to
Bianca’s answer, which showed that she might also see herself in a learning cycle. She
shared, “It’s (my iMovie) not that good cause I didn’t like my voice and stuff but I liked
the story and pictures.” Discussion with Nyamal took this concept a step further by being
able to articulate what exactly she wanted to change. “(I feel) Bad because I made it
(sound) funny and it should have been more serious. Next time I will make it more
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perfect. The picture and the words didn’t match.” Pascale’s interview was the only one
with a positive twist amongst the second round interviews. This was possibly due to her
recent transfer into the school in the middle of the semester and having just completed
her first iMovie, whereas her classmates were on their second movie. With this growth
of joy and humility, an area of growth in originality was also ushered into the classroom.
Originality
Students shared their internal process for coming up with personal topics no one
else had thought of, instead of writing about something popular or liked by all. Bianca
noted, “I want to record myself everyday. Movies, like really, like, make me happy and
it is so fun to share something brand new. I do things no one else does. Many people do
their own movies, and I like their movies, but I pick a story that I know. I like Hannah
Montana- no! Selena Gomez! But I make my movies!” This was a significant
transformation from the beginning of the year in second grade for Bianca and others who
wanted to continue their growth. Nyamal shared “I have to keep practicing! I am getting
better. I even used a (specific) day of the week in my story!”
For a large part of the year Yu only wrote stories about going to the store or park
with her family. The stories were general in nature and thus the same as other students
and at times the content appeared very similar from one of her stories to the next. After
the first round of iMovies, a transformation occurred and her stories changed taking on a
new and original approach in topic choice and content. Instead of writing about “A time
I went to the store” with very general and cliché information she would share “The
missing ingredient” where she would outline her story from another angle of missing an
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ingredient for supper and rushing to the Burmese grocery store to hunt the isles with her
sisters. She also noticed this change as she shared in her interview. Yu shared, “I wanted
to pick something no one else pick.” As students gathered new insights and approaches
to their storytelling, strong patterns of growth appeared in their communication abilities
in their interviews.

Vocabulary and Fluency Skills
Without realizing the connection, students began to describe a link in learning as
their speaking, listening, reading, and writing skills improved with each skill affecting the
next. Many students shared overall gains in the linked categories of vocabulary and
fluency skills. Maria shared, “Yes! Everyday I get my English better and better!” When
I asked a clarifying question, she listed many skills during the iMovie process that were
helpful. Maria also noted, “Now I know words like ‘sunglasses’ because I used to write
and say just ‘glasses’ or ‘sun’ and a long time ago I used to just say ‘bright things’. Now
I can write hard words like ‘ocean’ and I know how to spell it and say it. I try it and see
and hope I get is right and then I try and say the sounds.” Marco also commented on the
different approaches to learning English and his overall feeling of accomplishment.
Marco noted, “I felt so happy. My English getting good!” Marco’s confidence soared
with the ability to show his peers his iMovie because of the length of his oral story telling
on the computer even though his regular classroom conversation level did not match his
digital story. Other students saw similar improvements in vocabulary and speaking skills.
Nyamal shared, “I am practicing ‘Wow’ words and other friends are teaching me to
speak.” Bianca shared an insight that was particularly interesting as she was able to
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verbally distinguish her ability to understand Spanish verses English vocabulary words.
Bianca shared, “I didn’t know that I spoke too fast but people kept telling me. And on
the movie I did talk to fast. I need to slow down! I used two new words like ‘snow
angel’ and ‘castle’ words. In Spanish I knew what those words were but I never used
them before in a story.” Each student observed that they made lots of progress in the
areas of speaking, listening, reading, and writing even though they had some trouble
describing their progress specifically. Each student also faced different risks in building
stronger communication skills for the future.

Taking Risks
The theme of risk taking followed an interesting progression. On the first
interview, ELL students shared very few items they would change or add to their movies.
From their second interview a wide range of changes that students would make as writers
and creators emerged. Some children mentioned taking risks with vocabulary words and
others mentioned taking risks with story content. In dealing with a difficult issue Pascale
shared her relief in being able to write a story down and to go home and share that same
story with her parents. “I felt happy because when I got home I talked to my family
about my story, and I got to share a sad story even though it was hard.” Another child
who watched her iMovie complimented Pascale on her improving English, prompting her
to take more risks in the future. Risk taking was a key indicator of potential advancement
in second language acquisition, just as it was in other areas of life. “I want to get even
better on my pictures and voice. Movies are my favorite. An ELL friend in second grade
told me my English is getting better.” Nyamal faced similar fears in speaking verbally to
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tell her story. Over time she was able to share the following in regards to her idea of
learning English as a way to fit in racially and linguistically:
“Yeah, I am growing up. Sometimes kids did not understand me and in
my home we speak another language. It is almost like English but it is
not. Now I speak some English with my family what the white people
speak. I am not white but a little black and brown but I sound white.”
Additionally, in regards to taking future risks, Marco stated, “Next time I will put
‘renting a movie at Red Box’ in my story,” instead of just saying he would go get a
movie or see a show. His first iMovie had simply mentioned going out to pick up a
movie. Now he wished to make every detail as specific as possible. Pascale shared a
similar plan. “I learned the word for ‘cast’ for my broken arm and I need to change it.”
Each student faced very different challenges, but their motivation to complete their
movies and the connection they felt to their school community helped lesson their fears.
Motivation and School Community
All students mentioned different aspects of motivation. Some aspects of
motivation included working in a community filled with other ELL 2nd grade writers.
Other aspects included hearing other students’ compliments and helpful suggestions
towards their movies. All students mentioned the high level of motivation to continue
iMovies as a result of guests’ comments during the writing celebrations. Nyamal shared
“Everyone gets to see. Our classroom teacher came and she is the best teacher. She was
proud and when I was getting up to show my movies she was smiling and told me that it
was a little bit scary but I had to do my movie!” Three students mentioned how school
was made more enjoyable. Pascale “Everything went well. It made school happy and
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fun and I wanted to come to writing. Writing is kind of hard but now easy.” Students
seemed to appreciate and connect with how their classmates and other school officials
helped cheer on their ability as writers and speakers of English and this lead to an
increased desire to come to school.
Findings & Conclusions from Research
How can we measure growth if it is sometimes not seen? The famous, German
born, American Physicist, Albert Einstein was quoted in relationship to growth when he
said, “Intellectual growth should commence at birth and cease only at death.” Second
grade students at Maple Elementary showed growth in many ways as writers as shown by
the end product of their stories overtime, insights gleaned from interview questions, and
from teacher reflections on student growth.
Growth as Writers
Lincoln Public Schools implemented a district-wide writing program in 2009 with
a set curriculum for each grade level K-12. In second grade, Lincoln Public Schools uses
a 4-point scale in scoring personal narrative writing with a score of 1 and 2 being weaker
than strong and a score of 3 and 4 being stronger than weak (see Appendix H., Personal
Narrative Scoring Guide for 2nd Grade). Students are scored in each of the 6-trait writing
program areas listed including the following: ideas, organization, voice, word choice,
sentence fluency, and conventions. Descriptions of each trait are found in the appendix
with examples of what to look for in a potential 2nd grader’s story. A score of 3 was
considered on grade level. A score of 4 was considered slightly above what is expected.
A score of 2 was considered slightly below what was expected. A score of 1 would be
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considered a work in progress with additional support and reteaching needed.
Additionally, an average score of 3 throughout the 6-traits for each story was needed to
be considered on grade level for that prompt.
Below are each child’s score for the written portion of their personal narratives
before they turned them into digital stories to be used as a reference point for growth and
quality of their writing skills. The initial assessment was their ELL writing test score for
1st quarter. Their first digital story was their test score for the written portion of the first
digital movie with the second digital story score for the written portion of the second
digital movie.
Nyamal
Ideas
Organization
Voice
Word Choice
Sentence Fluency
Conventions
Overall Score

Table 2
Initial Assessment
Digital Story 1
1
2
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Digital Story 2
3
3
3
3
2
3
3

Yu
Ideas
Organization
Voice
Word Choice
Sentence Fluency
Conventions
Overall Score

Table 3
Initial Assessment
Digital Story 1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

Digital Story 2
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
No Score
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Pascale
Ideas
Organization
Voice
Word Choice
Sentence Fluency
Conventions
Overall Score

Table 4
Initial Assessment
Digital Story 1
2
n/a
2
n/a
3
n/a
2
n/a
2
n/a
2
n/a
2
No Score

Digital Story 2
3
3
3
3
2
2
3

Bianca
Ideas
Organization
Voice
Word Choice
Sentence Fluency
Conventions
Overall Score

Table 5
Initial Assessment
Digital Story 1
1
2
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
2
2

Digital Story 2
3
4
4
3
3
3
3

Marco
Ideas
Organization
Voice
Word Choice
Sentence Fluency
Conventions
Overall Score

Table 6
Initial Assessment
Digital Story 1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1

Digital Story 2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Maria
Ideas
Organization
Voice
Word Choice
Sentence Fluency
Conventions
Overall Score

Table 7
Initial Assessment
Digital Story 1
1
2
2
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
2

Digital Story 2
3
4
3
3
3
3
3
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There were many important details to note in these charts. On the bottom line of each
chart it states “Overall Score”. This line was the average of the combined six-traits score
each child received for each of three stories. Every child showed significant growth
except Yu who moved during the first iMovie. Three children averaged a full point
higher from their initial assessment to their second digital story. Of these children, all
had at least a few twos and threes on their final assessment except Marco. Two children
lifted their average two points higher. Nyamal and Maria were the two students who
raised an average of two points and made especially significant growth. This chart tells
us that they started the year significantly below grade level and ended third quarter at the
same level as an “on grade level” student for second grade. The use of digital
storytelling likely played a role in this growth, though other factors may be at play too.
The only two point area Nyamal and Maria scored in the six-trait rubric was for
organization and voice. These two areas are typically areas that were easier to score
higher points. On the last digital story assessment each child had almost all categories
scored as three’s except Nyamal had a two in sentence fluency. Sentence fluency was a
much more difficult area to score a three because students must utilize multiple features
in their story under one section such as varied sentence beginnings guiding the reader
from one sentence to the next, complete sentence structure, varied sentence length,
different font usage such as writing exciting words in all capitals, and correct dialoguewhich was especially difficult for second graders. Maria had all threes and even one four
in the area of organization by the end.
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Interview Insights
Many parallels from student interviews could be drawn back to current research.
York-Barr, Ghere, and Sommerness (2007) shared about a need for a “fundamental shift
in the design and delivery of instruction within the context of general education” in order
to invite diverse learners in instead of marginalizing them from mainstream learning.
iMovies were used in such a way as to motivate ELL students as individuals and a
community of learners within school, specifically within the area of writing. ELLs were
invited to tell their own cultural and family stories and celebrate differences. Social
anthropologist Jean Lave (1991) shared the following viewpoint on learning, specifically
regarding a culturally sensitive environment: “Knowledge of the social world is always
socially mediated and open-ended.” Through a socially geared mode of learning there
may not be a true measurement to chart the knowledge, connection to school, and
language growth gained by ELLs through digital storytelling.
Findings also paralleled Wendger, McDermott, & Snyder (2002) when they
shared that “Both face-to-face and virtual collaborations online have been shown to
increase learning, motivation, create better and more innovative results, and develop
social and cross-cultural skills.” While 2nd grade ELL students did not collaborate
online, but at tables next to one another as they followed the narrative writing process
outlined my Caukins and Clay, they certainly showed an increase in learning, motivation,
creativity, and social and cultural skills with the collaborative use of technology. All
students showed growth in many different areas of their six-trait writing standards and
with many students recognizing their growth in their overall ability to understand and
produce English.

This ability to work individually as well as collaboratively with
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diverse team members regardless of differences is a strong 21 Century life skill and will
st

be increasingly important to students growth overtime (Trilling & Fadel, 2009).

Reflection as a Teacher
Having just completed the digital storytelling project as a 2nd grade ELL teacher, I
tend to agree with researcher McLellan (2006) when they stated, “The potential of digital
storytelling is only starting to be tapped.” All 2nd grade ELL students showed language
growth that is very likely resulted from participation in digital storytelling.
Nyamal was able to gain focus and concentration on her iMovie project by
working for longer periods of time than she normal would write. She also grew in
confidence by speaking to her peers through the iMovie voice-recording program. As a
result, she shared more often verbally in class as she noticed her peers celebrating her
every effort.
Yu gained fluency with spoken words through the voice recording system much
like Nyamal as she practiced her story over and over again before she began recording
and because she was allowed to delete any recording she felt needed to be improved. She
also gained a “sense of story” as her themes in writing became more focused and she
hunted for that “perfect story” to entertain and capture her audience.
Pascale’s stories grew in length as she observed how her peers relished each detail
with their exciting stories in comparison to her shorter stories. She grew into a storyteller
as she helped recreate each moment in her stories by adding important details. As a new
member of the classroom, she also helped form connections and friendships with
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classmates and other students delighted in her fascinating tales of living in Africa and
adventures with her family.
Bianca learned to share the spotlight and become a good listener and encourager
of other classmates’ progress. Her stories transformed to become more focused instead
of rambling on without important details. Other students also encouraged Bianca in her
focus in writing good stories. Overtime she became less occupied with neat penmanship
and more focused on depth of originality.
Marco gained a voice for perhaps the first time in his school career. Many
students noticed that his digital stories where the longest utterances anyone had ever
heard Marco speak at one time. The class encourager became the encouraged as
everyone cheered for his one and a half minute long movie.
Maria’s stories became more linear in nature instead of running in circles.
Through each story a beginning, middle, and end began to immerge with a strong leading
and ending sentences. She began to grasp the meaning of a “story” verses just talking.
An unexpected and transformation gift to parents was given by being able to share
each student’s iMovies with their families during parent teacher conferences. Each
family showed signs of excitement, delight, and a little surprise. Marco’s family burst
into tears as they shared how proud they were of their son and how much they enjoyed
his story. Yu even asked to email her story to family still living in Burma and she later
shared how much conversation it further generated with family on the other side of the
world.
It is hard to say just how much “learning” took place in each student during our
iMovie projects since each of their areas of growth were very different but there were a
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few things each student shared. Isbell, Sobol, Lindauer, and Lorance (2004) shared
findings suggesting children may build confidence in their speaking skills after
participating in storytelling units. As described through each student’s progress, I would
suggest that the same be true of digital storytelling for ELLs. The overall attitude,
participation, and excitement level rose in the classroom. Students were engaged by the
use of technology. I observed their sense of connection to school increased as ELLs
excitedly looked forward to each new iMovie experience. At this point students would
be very disappointed if iMovies were not continued in our classroom. I would highly
recommend digital storytelling units to colleagues for use in the general education and
ELL classroom at all grade levels with adaptation depending on student writing needs
and curriculum.

Problems & Challenges
As with many things in the large picture of life, one may encounter unpredictable
problems or challenges along the way, especially with new ways of doing things. This
was the case with student attitudes and other aspects of the writing process during our
iMovie implementation. Maple Elementary School had a student mobility rate at 22%
during the 2009-2010 school year. So, it was not a shock that during the course of our
first iMovie lessons that one student, Yu, left to go to another school in the district and
our class gained an additional student, Pascale, during the second iMovie portion. School
faculty and administration continued to brainstorm ways to make Maple Elementary as
warm and as inviting environment as possible for families to encourage them to stay in
the area, but the aspect of mobility was still a struggle.
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Two additional challenges, discussed at length below, were: student attitudes and
technology.
Student Attitudes
Teachers may find resistance in any subject area when transitioning students from
a more desirable task to a less desirable task in the classroom. As strong as student
connections were to iMovies and the movie making process, after each writing
celebration there was a strong dip in overall classroom attitudes and behaviors. This
decline in motivation lasted from a few minutes to a few days as observed by negative
student comments, lack of produced writing during journaling time, and an increase in
behavior issues such as going to the Safe Seat (an element of the disciplinary model used
at Maple Elementary). As soon as students realized that iMovies would return, and that
they needed to continue writing in order to prepare for their next iMovie, positive
attitudes and working behaviors resumed. It was interesting to observe these behavioral
changes as children understood more deeply that they needed to become strong writers in
order to produce strong movies. Another helpful solution to this problem was to discuss
the process often with students so they were aware of timeframes and deadlines during
writers’ workshop in order to help them be less anxious about making movies everyday
instead of becoming storytellers.

Technology
Technology is not always reliable on a daily basis, and there were several
computer glitches that came about when developing student iMovies. Depending on the
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year the laptop was made, photos transferred from Photo Booth, to iPhoto, and then
finally to iMovie were sometimes formatted incorrectly. There seemed to be no pattern
to the errors encountered, but sometimes the students would not get their correct
illustration in the movie after the movie was exported to the desktop, even when the
screen showed that the correct photo had been inserted. As with any computer program,
each of these software features are continually being updated and I submitted these errors
to Apple via email.
Additionally, when taking pictures of students’ illustrations, the “auto flip” button
needed to be checked on Photo Booth otherwise writing within the illustration was a
mirror image, and thus backwards when the movie played. The simple solution to this
problem was to double-check each computer’s setting before students arrived on the day
we were taking pictures. Lastly, the volume level on the microphone feature needed to be
set specifically for each child as another technology adjustment, because each child spoke
at a different level and first recordings appeared too soft or too loud. As tedious as this
was, the best solution was to make every child have a test run paragraph before they
started recording each iMovie to be sure to double check the volume settings. Just as
students’ writing improved overtime, my familiarity with the technology features
improved and the overall quality of the movie produce visually improved making a
noticeable difference to both teacher and students.

Illustrations
As students transformed their “quick sketches” into illustrations, a reteaching
opportunity developed. Students were given 8.5x11 inch paper to create their
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illustrations using markers, crayons, and colored pencils. Often children utilized their
whole paper making larger illustrations, but sometimes they picked a small corner to
draw the picture using only a small portion of the entire area available. When
illustrations where photographed, we could manually center them. However, if children
drew them too close any of the edges, a small to significant part of the picture could be
lost, also taking meaning away from the storyline. Brainstorming as a class and using
trail and error techniques, it was found that using the middle portion of the paper, by not
drawing along the edges, was best. This also meant drawing pictures big as possible with
lots of detail was important. This also allowed the “Ken Burns effect”, named after the
famous videographer, to be used in the movies where photos are zoomed and panned to
bring more life to still imagery.

Future of iMovies in ELL Classroom
As the school year has gone by, I have come to expect the following repeated
questions after each writing celebration: “Will our guests come back and write with us,
too?

Will we have a little more popcorn? Will we make more iMovies?” The answer

too all of these questions is an enthusiastic “Yes” with the exception of one- “No, we will
have LOTS more popcorn!” Digital stories are here to stay. The iMovie program is here
to stay also, or at least until technology transforms into something more advanced. I
immediately thought of my 2nd grade ELL classroom when I read the following quote:
“If I don’t learn to incorporate the digital into my classroom, I am also in danger of
presenting a curriculum that is incomplete” (Herrington, Hodgson, & Moran, 2009).
Curriculum in the 21st Century may be incomplete without being infused into technology
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throughout different subject areas. The success of iMovies in the classroom by furthering
student writing skills and raising students’ motivation and connection to school will
continue into the future as discussed with students and administration over viewing
curriculum needs.
Implications for Further Research
Teachers of the 21st Century face a growing battle with technology. As the latest
and greatest technology features are introduced to the market, they must stay up-to-date
with technology use as a learning tool in order to teach themselves and their students. In
21st Century Skills, Alvin Toffler is quoted, “The illiterate of the 21st Century are not
those that cannot read or write, but those that cannot learn, unlearn, and relearn.” ELLs
face perhaps an even greater battle with a language barrier to accessing technology on
some levels such as Internet research, online directions to a classroom activity, and even
online educational games.
2nd grade ELL friends continue to be encouraged to write for increased length,
greater detail in illustrations, and closer observation of 6-trait writing focus areas for each
new iMovie. One key area of growth each student will continue to strive for is in the area
of fluency with students sounding like fluent readers while their voice is being recorded.
This is mostly due to each student having multiple opportunities to record each written
section so they may sound like a good reader.
On another note, we may focus on different genres of writing to record. All 2nd
grade students create an animal research project and we may add digital components next
year to share with the class. In the future we may even experiment with groups of
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students working on one iMovie specifically in the area of fictional writing.
Potential to serve ELL students using technology, specifically computers, is just
beginning to be tapped. An area of intensive future research may be the use of digital
storytelling from student production, ELLs and regular education students, in other
classroom subjects such as math, science, or social studies.
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